Assuming neutrino oscillations, global analyses of solar data find that the LOW solution is significantly disfavoured, leaving LMA as the best solution. But the preference for LMA rests on three weak hints: the spectrum of earth matter effects (Super-Kamiokande sees an overall day/night asymmetry only at 1σ), the Cl rate (but LMA and LOW predictions are both above the measured value), the Ga rate (newer data decrease towards the LOW predictions both in GNO and SAGE). Only new data will tell us if LMA is the true solution.
The recent SNO results [1] give a 5σ evidence for appearance of ν µ,τ and increase the confidence in the standard solar model prediction for the Boron flux. There is also an indirect impact of these results on the determination of the true oscillation solution, when they are combined with the other solar data [2] ; this suggests that the LMA solution is significantly favoured. The question at stake is whether present data already ensure the success of the research program of KamLAND (that can see a clean signal in the LMA region), or if we will measure the oscillation parameters only after BOREXINO (that can see clean signals in the LOW or (Q)VO regions).
The global analyses of solar data agree that the LMA solution is significantly favoured. It is clear why small-mixing-angle and purely-sterile oscillations are 'extremely disfavoured' or 'excluded'. E.g., SMA predicts P ee (E ν ) = e −Ē/Eν whereĒ is a constant at energies probed by Super-Kamiokande (SK), and consequently a distortion of the energy spectrum, that is contradicted by the observations. If SMA or sterile were the true solution, some well defined experimental result has to be wrong.
It is less clear which data significantly disfavour LOW. Indeed, no data would be contradicted if LOW were the true solution, as we now discuss. The SK and SNO rates alone cannot discriminate the two solutions: in both cases it is possible to obtain P ee ≈ 0.35 at E ν ∼ 10 MeV. After ensuring this value, the various global analyses (that use slightly different sets of data and estimation of errors, and do not include the recent GNO rate [3] ) obtain the best-fit difference [9] as the result of a combination of 3 different pieces of data: (1) the energy and zenith-angle spectrum at SK and SNO, (2) the Chlorine rate, and (3) the Gallium rate. Each of them only weakly prefers LMA to LOW, and when we combine all data together, a strong preference for LMA emerges. It is not possible to fully isolate the relative importance of the 3 data, since the best-fit points result from an interplay of all of them, in which a compromise is reached between obtaining a good fit of the rates, and avoiding too large spectral and day/night effects. However, when we remove from our fit 1 one of the 3 data previously listed, the value ∆χ 2 = 6.9 that we get diminishes to 4.6, 5.9, and 3. The energy and zenith-angle spectrum SK and SNO data do not show a statistically significant hint for earth matter effects or for spectral distortions of Boron neutrinos. The overall day/night asymmetries are 2.1±2.5% at SK and 7.0±5.1% in CC events at SNO. Both LMA and LOW can fit the overall day/night asymmetry, but they predict a different energy and zenith-angle spectrum of matter effects, as illustrated in fig. 1 2 for the points (very close to the LMA and LOW best-fit points) defined in table 1. A look at SK and SNO data does not reveal any clear pattern; nevertheless, the global fit tells us that SK spectra favour the LMA point by ∆χ 2 SK ≈ 3.
The Chlorine rate
Both LMA and LOW solutions predict an increase of the survival probability P ee at energies below the SK and SNO thresholds. In the LMA case this happens because neutrinos of lower energy do not experience the matter resonance in the sun, so that P ee increases from sin 2 θ (adiabatic MSW effect) to 1 − 1 2 sin 2 2θ (averaged vacuum oscillations). In the LOW case the increase of P ee is due to a large ν e regeneration induced by earth matter effects. LMA and LOW predict a different increase of P ee , and this can be tested by experiments sensitive to lower energy neutrinos.
energy spectrum from SK (using instead the older day/night spectra LOW would be less disfavoured) and the NC and CC rate from SNO (not neglecting anti-correlations and spectral distortions). We do not include the SNO energy spectrum (an approximated analysis shows that it does not significantly affect any of our result of the fit in the LMA, LOW, SMA, (Q)VO regions). Up to updates and minor improvements, errors on cross-sections and solar model predictions (we use the BP00 model [10] ) are computed following [11] . Survival probabilities in the sun are computed using the accurate approximations from [12] . Earth matter effects are computed in the mantle/core approximation, improved by using the average density appropriate for each trajectory as predicted in [13] . 2 This figure has been obtained doing appropriate averages of the full SK data; this can be done in a few sligtly different ways (our global fit employes the full data). To optimize the visual appearance of fig 1b, we rescaled Table 2 : Solar neutrino interaction rates measured by SAGE, GALLEX, GNO Gallium experiments.
The Cl experiment has some limited sensitivity to low energy neutrinos: roughly 80% of the Cl rate is due to the Boron neutrinos, that above 6 MeV are better studied by SK and SNO (the Cl rate has not yet been calibrated, though theoretical cross sections seem to be sufficiently reliable). After the recent SNO measurement of the Boron flux, we can use the Cl rate to get better information on low energy neutrinos. As exemplified in table 1, the best-fit LOW prediction is larger than the LMA prediction (computed at the central value of the detection cross section, and of solar and earth models), and both are larger than the measured Cl rate. This fact amplifies the impact in the χ 2 beyond the sensitivity of the experiment 3 , that remains anyhow mild.
The Gallium rate
The Ga rate is dominantly due to low energy neutrinos; the Boron contribution is about 10%. As exemplified in table 1, the best-fit LOW prediction is somewhat lower than the LMA prediction, that is closer to the measured value. The preference for LMA versus LOW decreases down to ∆χ 2 ≈ 3 if the Ga rate is not taken into account in a global fit. Table 2 shows the solar neutrino interaction rates measured by SAGE and GALLEX-GNO Gallium experiments since 1991. The most recent values of the solar neutrino interaction rates are lower than the earlier ones, both in SAGE [14, 15, 16] and in GNO [17, 18, 19, 3] Of course, these two values are experimentally and statistically consistent, as the rate measured in the second period (April 1998 -December 2001) is just 1.5 standard deviations below the rate measured in the former period (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) . For the sake of discussion, it has to be recalled that SAGE reported a problem in data acquisition (DAQ) program [16] , that strongly affected the years 1996-1999. To solve the problem, an "a posteriori" correction was applied [16] . On the other side, GNO completely renewed electronic and DAQ [18] , and succeeded to reduce the already low background of about 30% [19] in the analysis region-mainly, in the low energy L window. Finally both experiments in last period refined the systematics; as a results, the rate has larger statistical but lower systematic error in the second period. To conclude, it is a fact that both Gallium experiments improved with time.
If the difference between the rates measured in the two periods is due to a statistical fluctuation, or if it cannot be proved that other systematic effects are present, the right thing to do is to average the two values as done in all global analyses [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The result of such a kind of global fit significantly disfavours the LOW solution, as shown in fig. 2a , though the inclusion of the GNO data reduces slightly the difference: we find ∆χ 2 ≈ 6.9.
On the other side, the result of a fit that uses only data from the second period is the one shown in fig. 2b : the LOW solution turns out to be less disfavoured, ∆χ 2 ≈ 3.9. Conclusions We have performed a global fit of solar data, including the recent GNO result. We have shown that the strong preference for LMA rests on three weak hints. Only new data will tell us if the solution is LMA or LOW/(Q)VO; the second eventuality would be not surprising, as it would not contradict any present data.
